Stacking geometry for non-canonical G:U wobble base pair containing dinucleotide sequences in RNA: dispersion-corrected DFT-D study.
Emergence of thousands of crystal structures of noncoding RNA molecules indicates its structural and functional diversity. RNA function is based upon a large variety of structural elements which are specifically assembled in the folded molecules. Along with the canonical Watson-Crick base pairs, different orientations of the bases to form hydrogen-bonded non-canonical base pairs have also been observed in the available RNA structures. Frequencies of occurrences of different non-canonical base pairs in RNA indicate their important role to maintain overall structure and functions of RNA. There are several reports on geometry and energetic stabilities of these non-canonical base pairs. However, their stacking geometry and stacking stability with the neighboring base pairs are not well studied. Among the different non-canonical base pairs, the G:U wobble base pair (G:U W:WC) is most frequently observed in the RNA double helices. Using quantum chemical method and available experimental data set we have studied the stacking geometry of G:U W:WC base pair containing dinucleotide sequences in roll-slide parameters hyperspace for different values of twist. This study indicates that the G:U W:WC base pair can stack well with the canonical base pairs giving rise to large interaction energy. The overall preferred stacking geometry in terms of roll, twist and slide for the eleven possible dinucleotide sequences is seen to be quite dependent on their sequences.